Abstract-Service Function Chaining (SFC) is the problem of deploying various network service instances over geographically distributed data centers and providing inter-connectivity among them. The goal is to enable the network traffic to flow smoothly through the underlying network, resulting in an optimal quality of experience to the end-users. Proper chaining of network functions leads to optimal utilization of distributed resources. This has been a de-facto model in the telecom industry with network functions deployed over underlying hardware. Though this model has served the telecom industry well so far, it has been adapted mostly to suit the static behavior of network services and service demands due to the deployment of the services directly over physical resources. This results in network ossification with larger delays to the end-users, especially with the data-centric model in which the computational resources are moving closer to end users. A novel networking paradigm, Network Function Virtualization (NFV), meets the user demands dynamically and reduces operational expenses (OpEx) and capital expenditures (CapEx), by implementing network functions in the software layer known as virtual network functions (VNFs). VNFs are then interconnected to form a complete end-toend service, also known as service function chains (SFCs). In this work, we study the problem of deploying service function chains over network function virtualized architecture. Specifically, we study virtual network function placement problem for the optimal SFC formation across geographically distributed clouds. We set up the problem of minimizing inter-cloud traffic and response time in a multi-cloud scenario as an ILP optimization problem, along with important constraints such as total deployment costs and service level agreements (SLAs). We consider link delays and computational delays in our model. The link queues are modeled as M/D/1 (single server/Poisson arrival/deterministic service times) and server queues as M/M/1 (single server/Poisson arrival/exponential service times) based on the statistical analysis. In addition, we present a novel affinity-based approach (ABA) to solve the problem for larger networks. We provide a performance comparison between the proposed heuristic and simple greedy approach (SGA) used in the state-of-the-art systems. Greedy approach has already been widely studied in the literature for the VM placement problem. Especially we compare our proposed heuristic with a greedy approach using first-fit decreasing (FFD) method. By observing the results, we conclude that the affinity-based approach for placing the service functions in the network produces better results compared against the simple greedy (FFD) approach in terms of both, total delays and total resource cost. We observe that with a little compromise (gap of less than 10% of the optimal) in the solution quality (total delays and cost), affinity-based heuristic can solve the larger problem more quickly than ILP.
INTRODUCTION
Lately there has been an exponential growth in user data traffic due to the explosion of mobile devices and the emergence of novel networking paradigms such as Internet of Things (IoT). The unprecedented increase in data traffic has resulted in excessive CapEx and OpEx for the Internet service providers (ISPs) and application service providers (ASPs) [61] . The networks built with proprietary hardware devices are complex, difficult to debug, and expensive to cater to increased demands and new emerging complex services. In addition, recently, services are moving from host-centric to data-centric model in which the computational resources are moving closer to end users. As a result, application service providers (ASPs) and ISPs are increasingly using virtualization technologies to deploy network functions over the standard high-volume infrastructure. This way of establishing network elements on the clouds is called Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1, 2, 59] .
To consolidate the gains further, the virtual infrastructure is generally obtained from cloud service providers (CSPs). In this way, users neither require knowledge, control, and ownership in the computing infrastructure nor they need to host, control or own an infrastructure in order to deploy their applications. Instead, they simply access or rent the hardware or software paying only for what they use. The possibility of paying-as-you-go along with on-demand elastic operations by cloud hosting providers is gaining popularity in the enterprise computing model. The individual functions, which were monolithic specialized hardware equipment in the past, are being replaced by a set of software-based functions called Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) [5, 6, 55] . These functions are generally spread across multiple clouds depending on the total deployment cost, availability of the required resources and proximity to end-users [3, 4, 56] .
Unlike static physical environments of the past, the task of dynamically deploying virtual network functions (VNFs) and moving them around, as the user demands change, is quite complex. VNFs are interconnected through a process called Service Function Chaining (SFC). SFC allows the formation of complex, end-to-end services by dynamically including the required network functions in the path of the traffic [3, 4, 73] . For example, a service such as "network security," may consist of network functions such as firewall and deep packet inspector, installed at software level. The scope of SFC is not only limited to the network services. SFC architecture is equally important for the transport services, multimedia services as well as application services. Techniques of NFV and SFC can be used by large enterprises such as banks, financial institutions, global retail stores and others to build their services in an incremental, flexible and cost-effective manner. Such enterprises are called application service providers or ASPs. For example, Netflix, Facebook or any bank having an online presence. Since more and more ASPs are embracing the multi-cloud environment, the challenge of forming and maintaining such service function chains is getting more and more complex [46] .
An example of SFC is shown in Fig. 1 . Let us assume a hypothetical ASP providing a service to its end-users. To fulfill the service, the user request has to go through a set of network functions, e.g., a firewall, a proxy-server, network address translator (NAT), and finally the servers implementing the business logic. These functions are deployed as VFs in the virtual infrastructure obtained from cloud service providers (CSPs) at different sites. ASPs may decide to place these functions on the available clouds based on cost, availability of required resources and proximity to users, in this case, connected via router R1, R2, R3 and R4. Hence, the user packets are routed through a service chain consisting of the following sequence of network functions: R3 (NAT), R1 (firewall), R2 (proxy server), R4 (Business Logic) and then back to the user, as shown by a red dotted line. It is important to note that the example presented here is just an illustrative example, and a particular ASP may have several such chains depending on the functionality and business logic. The service-chains may dynamically change -e.g., grow longer and may include several branches as shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, for some of the network functions, multiple instances of VNFs may need to be installed depending on the density of the user requests. Thus, the number and shapes of service function chains may vary with time and load. In addition, several chaining policies may need to be applied to meet the SLAs and QoS requirements. Hence, optimal placement of VNFs across multiple-clouds is an important problem to optimize important parameters such as network delays, network bandwidth, cost and others. Especially, with the increase in the number of the network services, network delays affect the overall performance of the composite service adversely [20] . In addition, managing resources with complex virtual function dependencies at an application level is typically ad-hoc and error-prone [49] . Considering these limitations, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) SFC working group is developing an SFC architecture [8, 9, 45] . It is observed that analytical evaluation of such complex systems [12, 83] needs further studies. In this work, we present an analytical model for the placement of service function chains in multi-cloud environments. Several models already exist in the literature (explained in detail in Section 2), however, most of them either focus on virtual functions (and not the chains of the functions) or consider a single cloud scenario only. In addition, the focus has been mostly on optimizing resource allocation, ignoring other important parameters such as delays to end-users, QoS and SLAs. In this work, we try to optimize end-to-end delays to end-users with optimal placement of the service function chains in a multi-cloud scenario along with important constraints such as total deployment cost and service level agreements (SLAs). We use Integer Linear Programming (ILP) method to obtain the optimal solution by setting up an objective function and applicable constraints. In addition, we model the link queues and server queues to estimate the end-to-end delays in a multi-cloud scenario accurately. Since clouds are geographically distributed and WAN links are expensive, optimizing link delays and inter-cloud traffic is an important topic for studies. With the simulation results using regression methods, we demonstrate that the M/D/1 queuing model is the most appropriate to model link queues and M/M/1 is the most appropriate for server queues [34, 35] . We only consider inter-cloud traffic since the inter-cloud links are more likely to be congested and more expensive than intra-cloud links. Intra-cloud scenarios have been studied extensively in the literature and ample amount of work is available for single-cloud environments. For such studies, the readers are requested to refer to the optimization works presented in [28, 29, 63, 68] .
Further, we observe that ILP method is not scalable (beyond 100-node topology in our case) in general due to its computational complexity. Therefore, we propose a novel "Affinity-based Allocation" (ABA) heuristic approach, which solves larger problems with lesser execution time and little compromise to the solution quality. For the detailed description of the heuristic, please refer to the Section 5. We provide a performance comparison between the proposed heuristic and simple greedy approach (SGA) used in state-of-the-art systems. Common heuristics used in the state-of-art systems for the placement of VMs/SFs are "greedy with bias" [75, 77] . The bias is towards some factor such as: (1) select a service/function with the first finish or (2) select service/function with the longest finish. Similarly, the bias while selecting VMs/PMs are: (1) select most-loaded VM/PM or (2) select least-loaded VM/PM. We compare the performance of the proposed ABA approach with "Simple Greedy Allocation" (SGA) using first-fit decreasing (FFD) approach [39] . We demonstrate that with affinitybased approach, one can accommodate more stringent service level agreements (SLAs) [11, 38] . We also demonstrate that ABA produces results that are closer to optimal (gap within 10% of the optimal solution) compared against SGA, as far as total latency and total costs are considered.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. An optimization model to reduce the overall latency is proposed in Section 3. We solve the model optimally using an ILP tool. We then propose ABA heuristic to solve the problem in real time scenarios for larger networks in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the experimental setup and present the results obtained, by comparing our novel ABA approach with the standard greedy FFD approach. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6. 
RELATED WORK
Service Function Chaining (SFC) is an enabler for network function virtualization (NFV) networking paradigm. It provides a flexible and economical alternative to today's static environments for the Internet service providers (ISPs) and application service providers (ASPs), who use the services offered by cloud service providers (CSPs). According to [15] , a service function chain is an ordered or partially ordered set of abstract service functions (SFs) and ordering constraints that must be applied to packets and/or flows selected as a result of classification. There are several working groups involved in the standardization of NFV and SFC. The standardization works are in progress at IETF, IRTF, ETSI, ITU and IEEE. ETSI formed NFV ISG (Industry Specification Group) in 2012 to define requirements and the architecture for the virtualization of network functions (e.g., Fig. 3 , NFV architecture proposed by ETSI). The standards cover topics such as management and orchestration, security and trust, resilience and service quality [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 40] . IETF is working on standardization of SFC architecture and its data plane elements [9, 15, 31, 45] . The Linux Foundation has launched the Open Platform for NFV Project (OPNFV) -a carriergrade open source reference platform. OPNFV architecture supports automated, dynamic service creation and multidomain NFV orchestration [70] . IUT-T and IEEE are also working towards the standardization of the SFC in the cloud environments [2, 16] . A system termed as "StEERING" has been developed using OpenFlow [48] for the practical deployment of service function chains in cloud environments [16] . A similar approach has been presented in [17, 76] as well. Mijumbi et al. provide a comprehensive survey on NFV in [53] . The authors acknowledge the fact that there is a huge scope for research in different optimization areas related to NFV, such as latency, cost, energy, network traffic and others. The authors in [55, 60, 72] provide NFV surveys from the SDN perspective. Duan and Yan present a framework for network-cloud convergence based on service-oriented network virtualization in [59] . The authors also discuss the challenges and research opportunities in network-cloud convergence. Quinn and Guichard propose an architecture based on network service headers to construct topological independent service paths needed for end-to-end service function chains [56] . Different solutions have been proposed in the literature for scheduling of network functions over virtual infrastructure, such as [63] [64] [65] . Guyton and Schwartz propose a methodology to locate the replicated services in the Internet. Similarly, authors in [71] propose a way for the description of the internet services. Authors in [83] emphasize on further research on various topics in SFCs.
Authors in [41] have proposed a model for formalizing the chaining of network functions using a context-free language. The model processes deployment requests and construct virtual network function graphs that can be mapped over the underlying network. In their opinion, NFV offers more flexibility to service function chaining by simplifying chaining and placement of VNFs. For each deployment request, the proposed heuristic chooses a VNF graph that has the minimum overall data rate requirement among all possible VNF graphs available for that request. There are automated approaches as well, such as in [16, 47] , to assist the design of configurable service models, which can be applied to SFC architecture.
Wang et al. discuss optimization model for dynamic composition of the network service chains [52] . A similar approach has been presented in [27] . However, the work is limited to content distribution networks (CDNs). A distributed load management scheme using the collaborative approach in the multi-cloud environments has been proposed in [18] . The authors provide a costbased optimization model [54] for network functions in NFV infrastructure. A similar approach has been proposed for cost optimization considering virtual machines in multicloud environments [58] . In [57] the authors propose an optimization model for optimal resource allocation in NFV environments. The authors in [62] provide an optimization model to reduce network traffic, however, the model needs to be modified to suit to SFC. Yoshida et al. propose a "Multi-objective Resource Scheduling Algorithm" (MORSA) to optimize the NFVI resources. The tool allows the NFV resource scheduler to optimize the combination of possibly conflicting objectives in complex real world situations [68] . In [69] , the authors focus on the implementation of NFV over OpenFlow, especially the routing of traffic among different virtual functions.
Sonkoly et al. suggest use of virtualization techniques and propose a novel orchestration algorithm for flexible operation and optimal usage of resources [42] . The authors in [21] present cost optimization for resource subscription in multi-cloud dynamic environments. Using NFV, recent advancements in cloud computing can be leveraged and adopted in carrier environments. Flexible service definition and creation may be achieved by abstracting and formalizing the services into the concept of service chain or service graph. OpenADN is a novel approach to facilitate multi-cloud service deployment and application delivery by extending the concept of control and data plane separation proposed by the "Software-Defined Networking" (SDN) architecture [10, 14, 44] .
A number of research organizations have taken up the research work in the area of SFC. However, there is a lot of work that still needs to be done to efficiently perform the placement and chaining of virtual network functions to make NFV a reality. The authors in [43] have formalized the network function placement and chaining problem and have proposed an ILP model to solve it. To make the method applicable to large deployments, they have proposed a heuristic procedure for efficiently guiding the ILP solver towards feasible, near-optimal solutions. A constrained mirror placement approach has been presented in [19] to reduce the network latency and response time in CDNs. Task scheduling algorithms have been presented for dynamic resource allocation in [22] . The goal is to reduce the required resources to perform a specific set of tasks. Dynamic resource allocation problem in cloud computing to optimize utilization of network resources and lengthy response times has been considered in [23] .
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) have been part of the network industry for a long time. SLAs are getting stringent. Hence, considering SLAs in the optimization models has also become imperative as they guarantee a certain level of service performance guarantee, mostly in terms of response time, resource utilization, up-time and others. A multi-tier service model has been considered for multi-cloud environments for SLA-based optimal resource allocation in [24] . Similarly, a dynamic resource allocation problem has been considered in [25] while implementing Quality of Service (QoS). A virtual machine placement problem in the clouds while implementing SLA constraints has been considered in [26] .
A significant amount of research has already been done in the context of VM placement problem, especially VM placement within a single cloud [74, 75, 77] . However, we argue that the problem needs to be revisited in the context of service function chaining. This is because, SFC architecture has some unique features, which mandates these issues to be revisited. For example, SFC is an abstracted view of the ordered service functions, which may or may not be virtual. The order in which the functions need to be visited is defined by the traffic flows dynamically. This is a unique feature of service function chains and may impose additional constraints on the already proposed solutions [83] . In addition, with scattered and geographically distributed user-bases, ASPs have been mandated to deploy the VNFs across multiple clouds. Placement of VNFs across multiple clouds is a more complex problem compared against VNF placement within a single cloud. For example, in multi-cloud scenario one has to consider link capacity constraints since WAN links are much more expensive compared against the links within a single datacenter. Hence, optimal placement of VNFs in SFCs is an important topic for the success of novel networking paradigm such as NFV and IoT.
As we observe, researchers have tried to address various optimization problems as well as have provided solutions for practical implementation of SFCs in cloud environments. Novel concepts such as network function virtualization (NFV) and software defined networking (SDN) have already been introduced to alleviate the situation [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] . However, concepts of NFV and SFC are relatively new and under-researched in terms of the unique challenges posed by the SFC architecture. We observe that there is a dearth of the research works which take interconnectivity between various workloads or service chains into account. Several other important optimization problems considering latency, network traffic or QoS constraints in the context of SFC for data centers or intercloud environments are still pending [83] .
In this work, we try to formulate an analytical model for SFC architecture, by considering multiple instances of the virtual functions across multiple clouds and service chains formed due to the desired order of the flow of packets. We develop an optimization model to reduce the overall latency to the end users by trying to reduce the inter-cloud traffic. In this work, we study the architecture for the placement of service chains over multiple clouds. We set up the problem of inter-cloud traffic and response time optimization as an ILP optimization problem. The link queues are modeled as M/D/1 and server queues as M/M/1. Later on, we present affinity-based heuristic approaches to solve the problem for larger networks and provide a performance comparison with ILP. In addition, we compare our proposed heuristic with the standard greedy approach using first-fit decreasing (FFD) method.
OPTIMIZATION MODEL
In this section, we set up the problem of minimizing inter-cloud traffic and response time in a multi-cloud scenario as an ILP optimization problem. The goal of optimization model presented is to minimize the response time or latency to the clients satisfying other constraints such as the cost constraint, placement constraints (due to SLAs, explained later). We formulated the optimization model to deploy workflows on the VNFs and assign client requests to these workflows to meet the service demands. The list of variables used in the ILP is given in Table 2 . Let G = {V, E} be a graph to represent the network in consideration, where V is a set of nodes representing the user-clusters in the network and E be set of the edges such that E ⊆ V × V (concept of user-cluster is explained in detail in Section 6, using Fig. 9 ). The Virtual Functions (VNFs) of the workflows will be deployed per cluster, which will be picked from the set of vertices V. To reduce the computational complexity of the optimization model, we compute the path between every pair of the nodes in the topology in advance, mapping paths to links. Further, we pre-calculate the delays for different traffic loads. The values for delays are stored in the matrix Tij as mentioned in Table 2 and selected at run-time.
The total number of sites that can be selected for deployment of VNFs, Γ, is given as an input to the optimization model. We vary this number from some minimum threshold (Γmin) till maximum threshold (Γmax) and observe the variation in the performance in terms of the total delay in the network. We assume that the set of clients and clouds are disjoint sets. A cloud site i has zero value for , that is, no request flows are getting generated at clouds and only end-users can generate such flows. Similarly, a user site i has zero value of , that is, users sites do not have any processing capacities. A vector matrix K represents the capacities of the sites in a vector format with Ki = K 1 i + K 2 i + K 3 i being the capacity of cloud at site i. As mentioned earlier, we are referring to a 3-D vector to represent the capacity, that is, CPU, Storage and Network Capacity.
= 0 indicates that the site i is a client site. Let M be the total number of VNFs. We assume that VNFs are directly mapped to virtual machines (VMs) for their installations. For simplicity, the mapping is assumed one-to-one, hence, we may be using both the terms interchangeably.
is the vector representing capacity required for the l th VM. Let be the demand vector of l th VM and be the demand vector for the i th client. For the cloud node = 0.
Let W be the matrix to represent the volume of traffic originating from the client sites, that is, Wi is the traffic getting generated at user node i. It may be noted that more than one instance of a VM may be deployed at any deployment site depending on the processing capacity of the VM and total traffic demand getting generated at the site. Let be the instance matrix representing how many instances of a VNF l need to be deployed at site j. Let A be an allocation matrix such that = 1 if a user at node i is assigned to the cloud at node j. Note that = 1 means node i has been assigned a client request. In other words, a VNF l instance has been deployed on a cloud at node i. As mentioned in Table 2 , the VF computing systems are modeled as M/M/1 queues. Using the standard formula for a M/M/1 response time, the average time spent in the system by a customer at node j is:
Similarly, the links are modeled as M/D/1 queues and by the standard formula, we give the delays in the links as given in Equation (2) below. We note that , that is, the link load, is a function of total flows passing through the link (i, j). Hence, is computed as shown in equation (11).
Constraints: We now discuss the constraints of the optimization model: 1. Cloud capacity: The maximum number of instances of a VNF, which may be deployed on a given cloud, is bounded by the capacity of that particular cloud and demands of the VNFs. In other words, summation of the demands of all VNFs installed in a cloud j should be less than or equal to the capacity of the cloud j.
2. VM Capacity: The minimum number of VMs that need to be deployed on a particular cloud is bounded by fraction of the total client traffic from all the sites assigned to that particular cloud. That is, the sum of demands of clients assigned to a particular VF k at a particular site j should be less than or equal to the total capacity of all instances of that particular VF k at site j.
3. Unity Constraint: This constraint mandates that every client be assigned to some cloud node to get service from a VF. In addition, we assume no split of the user requests amongst the clouds for single VNF, that is, all requests from a particular user will be processed at a single cloud node only for a particular VF l (single-allocation model).
In other words, for a particular VF, a user should have one entry set to 1 in allocation matrix. However, we allow users to be mapped to different clouds for two different VNFs.
4. Integrity Constraint: As mentioned earlier, we assume that the set of users and clouds are disjoint sets. Hence, we need to make sure that the user requests are forwarded to cloud nodes only (and not to the other client nodes). It is ensured with the help of following constraint:
5. Cost Threshold: The number of clouds which may be installed is an input, Γ. Γ varies from Γmin to Γmax. Γmin may start from one. However, we allow the possibility of starting with other feasible numbers. Let f be the operational cost associated with a single cloud and F be the total cost limit. Hence, Γmax can be calculated as Γmax = F/f. At each iteration, we need to make sure that the total number of clouds hosting the VNFs in that iteration is less than or equal to Γ:
6. Queuing Constraints: For the queuing systems to be stable, following two constraints need to be satisfied.
That is, processing rate should be greater than or equal to the arrival rate. ≤ and ≤
7. SLAs for VF Placement: Users would normally impose a number of constraints for their services, such as, quality, operational and/or legal requirements etc. CSP and ASP sign the SLAs to meet such constraints. For example, ASP may want to deploy the firewalls at the edge locations and business logic at the core. Hence, an instance of a VF may be installed at a particular cloud location only if that location satisfies the placement constraint for that particular VF, as per the SLA. That is, a user is allocated to a cloud at node i for a VF l only if l is allowed to be deployed at i th cloud as per the SLAs. The constraint may be written as follows.
8. SLAs for User Response Time: Depending on the user types (e.g., based on tariff paid or based on time sensitivity of the applications), ASPs may want to limit per packet delays for its users. This also avoids starvation of a particular user due to limited resources. However, this constraint depends on the final optimization function for total delays. Let ϴ be the total delay for the i th client. The constraint can be modeled as follows.
9. Multi-Cloud Link Delays: This constraint models the link delays as a function of total traffic passing through the link. This is important as the link flows are not static and vary as more and more clients are added to the network. Various models have been proposed to model the total traffic and link parameters; however, we consider the stochastic model for the link delays.
Optimization Function: We seek to minimize the total response time to the end-users in the network. Delays are divided into two categories: transmission delays associated with links and computational delays associated with the clouds. Term × +1 confirms that k th user is assigned to a cloud at node i for l th VF and to a cloud at node j for (l+1) th
VF. If so, then we multiply the term with the transmission delay between nodes i and j as well as computational delay at node j ( , respectively). For a connection between a user and the very first VF in the service chain, we have a separate case, which is the first term in the optimization function. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the VFs are visited in the numerical order. There may exist different service flows following different chains, however, the numbers for the VFs are in numerical order. For example, different chains consisting of different VFs may exist, such as (1,2,3,4), (1,2,3,5 ), (6,7,9,10), (15, 17, 20) and others as shown in Fig. 4 .
We solve the ILP formulation using Integer Linear Program (ILP) tool. We formulate our optimization function as follows.
Minimize:
Linearization of ILP:
We formulate an optimization function as shown in (12) above. However, we notice a nonlinearity in the equation due to multiplication of and +1 . To remove the non-linearity, we introduce another variable such that: = 1 iff and +1 = 1, otherwise 0
satisfying the constraints below:
The optimization function may be re-written as:
The results obtained after solving the ILP are presented in Section 6. The computational complexity of the optimization model is very high. We note that A is a 3-dimensional matrix. Due to the term × +1 , the total complexity of the ILP is O (V 4 M 2 ) , where V is the total number of users' nodes and M is the total number of virtual functions. As M << V, the complexity may be written as O(V 4 ), which is still very high. Due to this high computational complexity, application of this optimization may be restricted to small data sets. Hence, we propose heuristic approaches in the next section to solve real time problem for larger number of users.
HEURISTICS
The problem under consideration is a two-fold problem. The first part consists of placing the VNFs in the clouds while the second part consists of allocating the user flows to the already placed VNFs. In this work, we present a novel heuristic approach to solve the aforementioned problem. The proposed approach involves "affinity-based" allocation (ABA). It takes into account the traffic propensity among the VNFs while placing the VNFs in clouds. We compare our proposed heuristic with a standard "greedy" method [19] to place the VNFs on the clouds. Especially we consider a simple greedy approach (SGA) using FFD (firstfit decreasing) method, which is prominent in the literature. In this method the VNFs are organized in a decreasing order of resource requirement and placed on physical resources arbitrarily 'opening' a new physical server if the next VF requires more resources than available in any of the available servers [36] [37] [38] [39] . We observe that the greedy approach produces results comparatively quickly than that of affinity-based approach. However, the solution quality is much better and closer to the optimal with the affinitybased approach (margin of less than 10% of the optimal solution, as explained in Section 6).
In the greedy approach, we first determine the instances of all VNFs, which will be needed to satisfy all user demands. We have considered placement constraints imposed by SLAs (such as, some of the VNFs has to be placed at core sites and others at the edge locations). These are discussed in detail later in this section. The greedy approach continues iterating sequentially through all the instances of all the VNFs to place them on the appropriate clouds, satisfying the capacity constraints. VNFs are placed on the appropriate cloud using the greedy approach, that is, the heuristic tries to fit as many as possible VNFs on a single cloud before it moves to the next one. Table 3 describes the steps in reading all input parameters and performing the pre-processing step. This step is common to both heuristics presented in this work. 
. Read Cost Threshold Matrix S(N) for each user
To incorporate the placement constraints, we divide the clouds into edge-clouds and core-clouds. Edge-clouds are located at the periphery of the topology and closer to the end-users or user-clusters. In this work, we consider five SFCs comprising of twenty-five VFs in total. The SFC shapes and graphs are given in the Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . We note that the shapes of the SFCs also indicate their execution order. For example, in SFC 1, VNF f2 has to be executed after f1. This may be due to the business logic dependence or some mandatory network traffic flow demands. For example, VNF handling the web-service logic has to be placed before VNF handling databases or firewall must be placed before the business logic, etc. For a detailed understanding of the service flow, provided by a hypothetical ASP, we investigate fifth SFC in more depth as shown in Fig. 5 . This particular SFC comprises of five VFs. These functions may be business logic, DPI, Firewall, NAT and Database (numbered as 1 through 5, respectively). In this case, the VNF for business logic has to be at the core locations (not exposed to the users). On the contrary, NAT has to be on the edge sites, closer to the end users and not at the core sites. Other functionalities (VNFs) may be deployed at any location as per the resource availability [13] or proximity to the end-users. It may be noted that these requirements may change as per the rules and policies of the ASPs and SLAs. The corresponding placement constraint matrix for the above example is given in Table 4 . Value 1 in the site columns indicates that the particular VNF has to be deployed at that particular location, while entry of -1 indicates that the instance of the particular VNF cannot be installed at that site. 0 in the table indicates "don't care" condition. The traffic-affinity matrix based on the service graph of Fig. 5 is given in Table 5 . It represents the traffic flow among the five VNFs of SFC 5 as a fraction of the total traffic. The traffic affinity is taken into consideration while placing the VNFs in the "affinity-based allocation" (ABA) approach. It is to be noted that the placement constraints and traffic affinity constraints are applicable to all SFCs under consideration. Table 6 shows the steps for the greedy heuristic. As mentioned earlier, greedy approach iterates through all the instances of all VNFs. Later on, the heuristic iterates through all users to allocate them to the appropriate cloud. In this work, we have considered three user-classes, namely (1) Gold, (2) Silver and (3) Bronze; depending on the tariffs paid by the users. Higher the tariff better is the service offered to the user. Gold users pay highest tariffs and should suffer minimum delays among the three classes of the users. On the contrary, bronze users pay the least tariffs and may be subjected to a longer delay compared to the other two classes (Table 7) . While allocating a particular user flow to the cloud, we first ensure that the cloud has sufficient instances of the required VNFs installed. In addition, we make sure that the predicted delays for the given class of the user are below the user's tolerance level (as per the user classes, Table 7 ). Heuristic is provided with the statistical data from the ASPs for the average packet arrival rates (λ) and link processing rates (μ) for each link in the network. As mentioned earlier, the links have been modeled as M/D/1 models (Section 4). Hence, the total processing time for a packet on a particular link can be given as shown in Equation 2. Since the links are M/D/1 model, the link delays can be added to get the total delays [66, 67] .
Once a user is allocated to the cloud to get the desired service, heuristic predicts the network delays for that user. This is explained with a simple example. As shown in Fig.  6 , if a user is allocated to the cloud 3, the links on that particular path are identified (generally we choose kshortest paths). In this case, the links under consideration are L1 and L2. The values for λ and μ are read from the input and the total delays are calculated as shown in Equation 17 . Note that x is the iterator used to iterate through the links present in the path under consideration. If the total delay is greater than the tolerance limit of the user, next shortest path is chosen. This process is repeated till all k-shortest paths are exhausted. If no such path is found, user is allocated to the next feasible cloud. In addition, we consider the computational delays at the clouds while calculating total delays. Affinity-based allocation approach (ABA) considers the affinity between the VNFs while placing the VNFs on the clouds. The logic is instances of the VNFs should be installed closer to each other if the affinity among the VNFs is more, ideally on the same cloud. In this case, we have considered traffic-based affinity between the VNFs (Table  5 ). The higher is the traffic between the VNFs, the greater is the affinity between them. The intuitive logic is that, if we place the instances of the VNFs with more traffic-affinity on the same cloud, the total inter-cloud traffic and hence endto-end delays will be less. The service graph and percentage of traffic flows, given in Fig. 5 , represent a sample service provided by an ASP.
The service consists of five different functions as mentioned earlier in the section. These functions may be Firewall, NAT, DPI, Database and business logic. These functions are implemented as VNFs. A CSP may deploy as many instances of these VNFs as needed over its IaaS infrastructure. Each user request has to travel through the NAT virtual function first (indicated by block 4). Let there be three different traffic flows. First flow is through virtual functions or blocks 4251 (black solid lines). Let us assume that this traffic requires segregation based on the type of payload and is, therefore, required to go through the DPI function (block 2) before going through the database (block 5) and finally to business logic (block 1). Let us assume that ASP statistics indicate that generally 30% of the user requests need to go through this specific path. Next 20% traffic follows on path 431 (blue dashed lines), with block 3 as a firewall function. Remaining 50% traffic goes directly through database to business logic following the path 451 (red dotted lines). Please note that actual ASP service flows may be more complex, however, we have considered this "five VNFs" SFC case for better understanding.
The first part of the affinity-based heuristic is similar to the greedy one as shown in Table 3 earlier. The only difference is that we additionally calculate the affinity matrix for the VNFs. The matrix indicates the fraction of the
total traffic that will flow among the corresponding VNFs. For the VNFs' and users' allocation (that is the second step of the heuristic), the steps involved in ABA approach are given in Table 8 . The execution complexity of the affinitybased approach may be expressed as O(N×M×V), where N is the total number of users, M is the number of clouds and V is the number of virtual functions which form the service of a hypothetical ASP. If we consider that M & V << N, we observe that complexity turns out to be linear, that is, O(N). Experimental setup and the results obtained for the ILP and proposed heuristics are explained in the next section. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed affinity-based (ABA) heuristics against simple greedy approach using first-fit decreasing (FFD) method. We compare their results with the results of the ILP based solution. In addition, we compare the results of the greedy (FFD) approach with the affinity-based (ABA) approach.
Due to the computational complexities, ILP seems to be suited to problems with smaller instances. However, we demonstrate that with the proposed ABA heuristic, larger sets of problems can be solved with a little compromise in the solution quality. With little loss of quality, we can obtain a greater applicability of the ILP, especially for larger networks and quicker solutions. For example, on a quad-core 2.7 GHz processor, ILP took around 500 seconds and 4 GB RAM (random access memory) for 10-cluster topology; while for 100 clusters, time taken was around 5000 seconds with 30 GB RAM. On the contrary, both heuristics take less than 500 seconds and less than 4 GB RAM for up to 1000 clusters. We have used the following resource configurations (from Amazon EC2 [50] ) to simplify configurations so that resource requirements can easily be mapped to the nearest available configuration. Depending on the VNFs, a particular VM is chosen from Table 9 , so that resource requirements can easily be mapped to the nearest available configuration. A particular VM is chosen from Table 9 such that the requirements are the closest match. We may combine two or more VNFs and deploy them on a single VM as well, provided a VM of the required capacity is available. The availability of the VMs depends on the total cloud capacity.
TABLE 9 RESOURCE CONFIGURATION FROM EC2
We have used GUESS software [51] to generate random graphs for testing. GUESS is an open-source data analysis and visualization tool for graphs. A sample graph with 200 user clusters (blue squares) and ten (5% of the total nodes in the network) clouds (red circles) is shown in the Fig. 7 [33] . A user cluster here refers to an ISP network with a 3-tier hierarchy of routers: access, aggregation and core routers. A detailed structure of a sample user cluster is shown in Fig. 8 . A single ISP network consists of several users, which are connected to the access routers. On an average, we have considered 1000 users per cluster. For each cluster, traffic is aggregated at the aggregation router and then passed to the next hop. Access routers are eventually connected to the aggregation router. The aggregation router either routes the traffic to the cloud for processing or to the core router, through which it eventually reaches the cloud for processing. Fig. 7 . A sample 200 node topology generated using GUESS.
In the rest of the article, we have used the term "user cluster" to represent aggregator node of ISP network as explained above. We assume that the aggregation routers are service-chain aware routers. In other words, these routers have SFFs implemented to differentiate among the user flows as per the class and find out the exact path in the chain the user flows need to follow [3, 6] . These SFFs can easily be implemented in the application layer with SDN [32] . We measure the total time required to satisfy all the user demands. A user demand is successfully met if the user request traverses through the predefined set of virtual functions in a given order and the response generated at the last VNF reaches back to the user as an acknowledgment within acceptable time limits. It is to be noted that, while optimizing the total delays, we make sure that the SLA constraints for cost, delays and affinity for every user are also satisfied. We obtain results for different topology sizes by varying the user-cluster sizes and traffic loads. For simplicity, we assume each packet has a size of 500 bytes. The packet generation rate is varied to simulate different traffic rates.
The link capacities are assumed to be 100 Kbps, {1, 10, 100, 255} Mbps or 1 Gbps, chosen randomly. For the experimental setup, we have considered a closed-loop system. One user request is assumed to be a set of 50 data packets. For this one set of packets or one user request, a single reply is sent back by the cloud to the user as an acknowledgment for the request completion. The next request is sent only after reply to the previous one is received. Every user sends a predefined amount of data, selected randomly. Depending on the desired rate of transmission, the user sends data at a specific rate. For example, if k th user has 10 GB of data to send, then that particular user will generate 2 × 10 7 packets in total since the packet size is assumed to be 500 bytes. In addition, we assume that the number of clouds in the network is 5% to 20% of the user-clusters, depending upon total user-base size. Below we present the results obtained with the ILP as well as the proposed heuristics, using the experimental setup. We measure the total time required for all users in the system to get their requests satisfied. We plot the graphs for total delays against the total number of users in the system as well as the total traffic load on the system. The results and observations are discussed next. Graphs presented in Fig. 9 display the total delays obtained using ILP (dashed lines) and the greedy approach (solid lines) with constant traffic loads and varying usercluster numbers along X-axis. Due to the computational complexity of the ILP, we have considered topologies with the number of clusters varying from 10 to 100 only. We obtain results for 40% and 80% traffic loads in the network. We observe the expected growth in the total response time as the number of clusters increases. In addition, total response time at 80% traffic load is higher than that of at 40%. This is due to the fact that the queuing delays increase as the traffic load increases. However, we observe that the quality of the solution generated by a standard FFD greedy approach is degraded. The same behavior is observed in Fig. 10 where we have plotted the delays against varying traffic loads while the number of clusters is kept constant. The gap between the optimal solution and the greedy approach keeps on increasing as the problem size goes on increasing. We observe a gap of almost 30% to 40% at 80% traffic load and cluster size as 90. Detailed results for comparison between ILP and Greedy approaches are presented in Table 10 . In Fig. 11 , we have plotted column charts for the comparison between ILP and FFD Greedy heuristic. The readings are taken at 60% and 70% traffic loads. We clearly observe the larger gap between the greedy heuristic and optimal solution in Fig. 11 . Graphs presented in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 display the total delays obtained using ILP (dashed lines) and the affinitybased approach (ABA) (solid lines) with other parameters are as explained above for Fig. 9 and 10, respectively. We observe close to optimal performance with much reduced response time using the ABA scheme. Since the heuristic tries to place the virtual functions with more traffic flows in the same cloud, inter-cloud traffic is much reduced, which eventually reduces the total response time. The gap between the results of the optimal solution and ABA scheme has been observed to be less than 10%. For better insights, in Fig. 14 we plot the column-chart for the comparison between ILP and Affinity-based heuristic. We observe a reduced gap between optimal solution and heuristic solution using the proposed Affinity-based approach (ABA). Table 11 represents the detailed results of comparison between ILP and Affinity-based approaches. Similarly, we present the graphs to demonstrate the performance of the ABA scheme in Fig. 16 with similar setup. Table 12 shows a comparison between the greedy approach and the affinity-based approach with larger input data sizes. We consider up to 1000 user clusters. For better understanding, graphs for both the heuristic results against the number of user clusters at traffic loads of 50% and 70% are plotted in Fig. 17 . Notice that affinity-based approach outperforms the greedy approach. For example, for cluster size of 100 at 40% traffic load, the total delays observed using Greedy approach are 324.5 seconds; while using Affinity-based approach the delays are 139.5 seconds. We include bars in our graphs to indicate the values of standard deviation, for better understanding. We also include Table 13 and Table 14 displaying the values of the standard deviation and margin of error (at a confidence interval of 95%) for the results presented in Table 12 to gain further insights into the performance of the heuristics. We observe better performance by the affinity-based approach even at larger topologies and higher traffic loads as well. For example, for 1000 user-clusters at 40% traffic load the total delays observed using a greedy FFD approach are approximately 50K seconds; while using Affinity-based approach, the delays are 25K seconds -an improvement of almost 50%. We present a column chart as well for the comparison between the two heuristic approaches as displayed in Fig. 18 . We plot the charts for traffic loads of 60% to 80%. As discussed earlier, the improvement in the results with Affinity-based approach is clearly visible in the figure. In Fig. 19 , we plot the graphs for the total costs of the resources needed to satisfy all the given demands using both the approaches. The cost has been calculated for an hour to host the required VNFs for all the users. We assume the Amazon pricing model as shown in Table 9 to calculate the costs [50] . VNF requests are mapped to the closest matching VM from Table 9 . We observe that the proposed affinity-based approach performs better than the greedy approach in terms of the total cost as well. For example, at 800 user-cluster size, the total cost to host all the required VMs for one hour using the greedy FFD approach is 65K USD while the cost using proposed ABA approach is around 40K USD. The cost difference goes on increasing with the increase in the total number of users. This may be attributed to the fact that, in the affinitybased approach, we try to accommodate the VNFs with affinity on a single VM with the closest match for the required capacities (Table 9 ). This reduces the required number of the resources and eventually reduces the cost. 
CONCLUSIONS
With cloud computing reaching the maturity, network and application service providers are looking at clouds for placing some or all of their functions in a bid to obtain flexibility while introducing new services. This has led to a recent spurt in interest in service function chaining and network function virtualization. In this work, we have presented an analytical study of these two concepts with current research directions, especially the problem of placing service function chains over the network function virtualized platform in a multi-cloud scenario. The focus of the work is on reducing the total delays to the end users and total cost of deployment for service providers in intercloud environments. To achieve this, we aim to reduce the inter-cloud traffic between virtual function instances, flowing through the service chains. We have considered cost constraints as well as other SLA constraints while formulating the model.
We formulate an optimization model with applicable constraints. The problem has been solved using an Integer Liner Programming (ILP) methodology. It has been observed that because of computational complexity, the ILP model has limited applicability, especially to the cases with a small number of user nodes. To overcome this limitation, we propose a novel Affinity-based approach (ABA). We have considered different user-levels with different user delay tolerances. We also satisfy QoS as well as placement related SLAs. In addition, the traffic-affinity between the VNFs has been taken into consideration for their placement in the clouds. We provide a performance comparison between the proposed ABA heuristic and simple greedy approach (SBA) using first-fit decreasing (FFD) method, which has already been widely studied in the literature for the VM placement problem. We present results for both the heuristics and observe that the quality of the solution is much improved using Affinity-based approach with only a marginal increase in execution time as compared to the FFD greedy approach. We believe that the proposed work may be extended to accommodate more complex SLAs and QoS constraints in the future.
